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Market update and commentary
•
•
•

Coronavirus induced sell-off dominates a difficult March for equity investors.
Conservatively positioned portfolio cushions the blow with fund down less than market.
Bifurcation between “growth and defensives” and the rest of market widens from already extreme levels.

Update:
March was another challenging month for equity investors, as the extreme sell-off driven by the COVID-19 pandemic continued. February
and March saw markets 1 down 13%. Only January/February 2008 (-13.6%) was worse over Platinum’s history.
In simple terms, the forced removal of labour from the economy has caused a global recession and markets will struggle to make a
sustained recovery until they can anticipate a clear path to a “return to work”. This could be driven by successful lockdown efforts, medical
advances or simply political pressure. Meanwhile, governments will attempt to redistribute the impact but cannot create economic activity.
The impact has been dramatic with major markets falling 30-40% and many stocks falling much more. We are working through a number
of ideas, with two strong businesses, temporarily impaired, added to the portfolio so far: a travel technology firm and a semiconductor
processing equipment company.
Our first responsibility is to try and protect investors from permanent impairment of capital and hence we have been very active on the
short side. This cushioned the sell-off impact which at its most extreme saw the market 2 down 23% (20 February - 23 March) and the
portfolio down 15% over the same period; shorts contributed +5% in that period.
Portfolios are moving to adapt to volatile markets. Net exposure as at close on 6 April is 60% net (86% long, 26% short).
Perspective:
Previously we have highlighted that at times our relative performance had suffered due to our cautious approach (our cash and short
positions generally held back solid returns from the long portion of the portfolio over 1, 3, 5 and 10 years to December 2019) and our
exposure to energy/ materials.
The caution was validated; markets had been enthusiastic ahead of COVID-19. Energy/Materials were punished, with the added impact of
the oil shock. We are confident that the cases for our offshore oil capex investments and the regulation-driven migration to electric vehicles,
are both impacted and deferred, but not cancelled.
Over the quarter, “growth and defensives” were flat 3, with cyclicals down 15-20% 4. Remembering, our philosophy is to look for the out-offavour stocks.
Ironically, rising bond yields now pose a greater threat to portfolios. To fund COVID-19 responses, government debts are increasing.
Central banks were already calling for fiscal spending. Funding this will put pressure on funding and if we see bond yields move higher,
this will remove what is being used as a valuation support for the hotter parts of equity markets
Performance:
Portfolio outcomes were heavily influenced by markets and the categorisation (defined above) of “growth and defensive” versus “cyclicals”
is instructive, as is geography, over the sell-off (20 February to 23 March) and the quarter. Even with the sell-off, Gilead (leading race for
a COVID-19 treatment), Moderna (leading COVID-19 vaccine candidate) and Chinese logistics leader ZTO made positive contributions.
Roche and Intel joined these as top contributors for the quarter, alongside the shorts.
Sell Off
20/02 to 23/03
Growth/Defensive
Cyclicals
Shorts & cash/FX
Total
Asia Pacific (Net)
Rest of world (Net)

Average
Weight %
33
50
17 & 17
66
39
27

Contribution
%
-6
-16
+7
-15
-7
-10

Average
Return 5 %
-17
-33

Quarter
01/03 to 31/03
Growth/Defensive
Cyclicals
Shorts & cash/FX
Total
Asia Pacific (Net)
Rest of world (Net)

Average
Weight %
36
53
13 & 11
76
42
34

Contribution
%
-1
-13
+3
-11
-4
-9

Average
Return 6 %
-2
-25

Valuation:
Earnings forecasts at this stage have lesser value than normal but we can look at the valuation of the portfolio against historic earnings to
get a sense of the earnings power of the portfolio in a recovery.
Metric
Platinum International Fund
MSCI AC World Net Index (A$)
LTM (Last 12 Months) Earnings Yield
9.5% (Price to Earnings ratio of 10.5x)
7.0% (Price to Earnings ratio of 14.2x)
LTM (Last 12 Months) Dividend Yield
3.5%
3.3%
Price-to-Book-Ratio
1.2
1.9
Enterprise Value-to-Sales
1.2
1.3
The valuations in the table refer to the long portion of the portfolio, excluding negative net earnings, and using FactSet consensus earnings.
Please visit The Journal section of our website for regular updates: https://www.platinum.com.au/Insights-Tools/The-Journal.
The Quarterly Report will be available online next week.

Source: FactSet Market Research, Market means MSCI AC World Net Index in A$.
Source: FactSet Market Research, Market means MSCI AC World Net Index in A$.
Source: FactSet Market Research, MSCI ACWI Sector returns (A$): “Growth and Defensives”: Healthcare +2, Staples/IT -1, Utilities, Comms -2.
4
Source: FactSet Market Research, MSCI ACWI Sector returns (A$): “Cyclicals”: Discretionary -10, Real Estate -12, Industrials -15, Materials -16, Financials -22, Energy -36.
5
Average return is Contribution divided by Average Weight.
6
Average return is Contribution divided by Average Weight.
1
2
3
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ARSN 123 939 471

PUF 301.6% (C Class)
MSCI 177.0%
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ARSN 104 043 110
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MSCI 389.2%
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Thanks to cash, shorts and FX we were able to protect capital in March
Our pivot to higher quality names rather than economic leverage in Asia assisted in protecting capital.
High quality names in our view are not crowded given Asia’s lack of global investor ownership.

The Fund turned in a pleasing performance amid weak equity markets in
Asia over the last month and quarter. We have been active in trimming and
adding to positions, adding and closing shorts – as we have mentioned
previously such market conditions require nimbleness.
However, perhaps the main reason for the Fund’s ability to protect capital
in the current environment is that we made the decision to remove economic
leverage from the portfolio over the last 18 months amid weakening
economic conditions. We are afforded the luxury in Asia, especially in
China, of owning high-quality companies at reasonable valuations, which
are not crowded, in our view.
Some background may aid understanding. Coming into 2018, it is fair to say
we were wrong-footed by the severity of the impact of the trade war between
the USA and China, coupled with tightening monetary policy in the US and
lack of fiscal impulse in China. Where we anticipated a continuation of late
cycle growth with mild inflation and steady or falling real rates as policy
makers failed to get ahead of the curve as is usual, we were confronted with
a sharply interrupted cycle. As a result, the Fund entered 2018 with nearly
30% of its holdings in highly cyclical companies in materials, industrials and
energy (as at the end of January 2018). This turned out to be inappropriate
for the new reality of trade war and subdued growth, and led to weak
performance by the Fund in 2018 and 2019.
Over the course of 2018 we moved to reduce economic leverage in the
portfolio – selling down cyclical holdings and moving funds to cash or to
higher quality growth companies. The result is that as at the end of March
2020 we hold only approximately 7% of the Fund in energy, materials and
industrials. As a result, while our long positions fell by more than 3% over
the month of March, we were able to largely offset this with short sales, short
index positions, cash holdings and foreign exchange gains (from US dollar
holdings).
As China is one of the cheapest equity markets in the world (see the
accompanying PE chart) and in our view is not at all widely owned by global
investors, we have been able to rotate into high quality businesses without
fear of being trapped in crowded trades which can de-rate significantly
during trying times such as now prevail. That said, the portfolio is
characterised by holding well-known names, and its average price/earnings
ratio is high at approximately 21 times trailing earnings.
We anticipate that once investor appetite for risk improves, perhaps with
stabilisation of global Covid-19 cases, emerging markets may see
increasing investor interest. Our experience in the 2015-2017 period is
instructive here. Large cap names led non-Japan Asia as global investors
re-entered the region via index tracking products and by buying familiar
companies. It was only once a global “risk-on” appetite was firmly
established that truly value, cyclical names outperformed.
Amid this environment two stocks have been added to the top 10 holdings
in the Fund in March. both are high quality Chinese names which we have
owned and been familiar with for years. We added significantly to our
holding in online retail giant JD.com during March, seeing it as a beneficiary
of the lockdown in China. And we added to Anta Sports, as the share price
weakened significantly on investor concerns arising from “short notes”
which we see as misplaced as regards Anta’s business.
Having sought to protect capital, we must now seek to grow it, as
uncomfortable as that may feel. As result we have added exposure to
markets over the last month, with our net exposure to markets lifting from
approximately 54% at the end of February to 68% at the end of March.
Charts 1 and 2 show valuations based on sell-side consensus
estimates. It is worth noting at this stage, that these earnings
forecasts will almost certainly come down substantially to reflect the
impact of coronavirus-related slowdown in the global economy.
Please visit the Journal section of our website for regular updates:
www.platinum.com.au/Insights-Tools/The-Journal.
Quarterly Report will be available online next week.

Major market price-earnings ratios - Next 12 months
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Source: Chart 1 – IBES consensus, in local currency. Correct
as at 5 April 2020.

Earnings Per Share Growth - Next 12 months
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